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Abstract: In this paper, a solution is presented to support both existing and future
movement rehabilitation applications. The presented method combines the advantages of
human-computer interaction-based movement therapy, with the cognitive property of
intelligent decision-making systems. With this solution, therapy could be fully adapted to
the needs of the patients and conditions while maintaining a sense of success in them,
thereby motivating them. In our modern digital age, the development of HCI interfaces
walks together with the growth of users’ needs. The available technologies have
limitations, which can reduce the effectiveness of modern input devices, such as the Kinect
sensor or any other similar sensors. In this article, multiple newly developed and modified
methods are introduced with the aim to overcome these limitations. These methods can
fully adapt the movement pattern recognition to the users' skills. The main goals are to
apply this method in movement rehabilitation, where the supervisor, a therapist can
personalize the rehabilitation exercises due to the Distance Vector-based Gesture
Recognition (DVGR), Reference Distance-based Synchronous/Asynchronous Movement
Recognition (RDSMR/RDAMR) and the Real-Time Adaptive Movement Pattern
Classification (RAMPC) methods.
Keywords: cognitive infocommunication; rehabilitation exercises; motivation; Kinect
sensor; adaptive interface controller; real-time gesture recognition and classification

1

Introduction

The area of cognitive infocommunication is ready to highlight the new capabilities
of ICT in human-machine interactions. The special features of the systems that
develop cognitive abilities also reveal the added indirect ability that can help the
efficient operation and widespread use of systems based on human-machine
interaction [1, 2].
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Cognitive Infocommunication aims to create effective systems that are based on
human perception, develop or return the cognitive ability of understanding and
cognition to the user, all through models based on ICT engineering tools.
These include a number of studies that investigate the cognitive
infocommunication environment, user experience, user experience [3], gesture
recognition [4, 5] eye-tracking [6], BCIs [7, 8], VRs [9, 10], virtual lab [11, 12,
13], serious games, gamification [14] and other educational environments [15,
16]. These research findings are of great importance in the field of education,
development, rehabilitation or even the industrial application of robotics.
One of the most important areas of application concerned is the field of healthcare
information technology, including motion rehabilitation.
Unfortunately, stroke became one of the most frequent diseases of the modern
day. All over the world and unfortunately also in Hungary, stroke is the most
frequent cause of death and disabilities. Stroke has become the third-fifth cause of
death: Every 20 deaths is caused by stroke, meaning that in America 140000
people are killed by stroke each year. Every year, 795000 people have a stroke
and, out of them, 610000 is a new stroke victim. Stroke is not just the disease of
the elderly, but unfortunately, in recent years it is increasingly affecting young
people. The number of patients increases year by year. In Hungary, 42000 people
suffer a stroke every year and 13000 people die of brain damage. Twenty-five
percent of patients are younger than 60 years of age, but men have a stroke five
years earlier than women on average and this has several social consequences
[17]. Those who manage to survive the disease are also seriously threatened, as
nearly 24 percent in the first year, and another 5 percent lose their lives in the
second year. The stroke may affect one's life. According to statistical data, 48
percent of brain-to-asthma survivors suffer from half-side paralysis, but some
degree of cognitive decline can be detected in more than 60 percent of cases. 22
percent of patients are impotent, many of whom are forced to a wheelchair. 24-53
percent of those who have undergone stroke are partially or completely dependent
on others, 12-18 percent are aphasic (speech disorder) and 32 percent of them are
depressed. This makes it necessary to involve devices of modern technology [18,
19].
Besides this, nowadays, the development of virtual reality (VR) applications is
one of the most dynamically developing areas in the field of information
technology. In the case of movement rehabilitation applications, modern sensors
can be used as input devices. These sensors are of great importance, mainly those
that are operating based on optical principles because of their convenient usability.
[20, 21] The role of these IT solutions, serious games and frameworks that can be
used in home environments is also significant in post-stroke rehabilitation. Many
of these have been developed worldwide in the past years. Sadly, not many of
them became popular as they did not achieve the hope people placed in them. The
main cause of these unsuccessful rehabilitation projects was clear from experience
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gained in previous projects: the use of IT equipment that is difficult for patients,
supporting people, nurses and also the loss of motivation of patients [22].
Depression of stroke patients often slows down the recovery process. Karaahmet
et al. [23] examined the risk factors for the occurrence of this phenomenon. In
their study, they found out that based on both post-stroke state and the
improvement monitoring FIM test, that the improvement of patients with
depression is significantly slower. Because of this and consequently, a lack of
motivation appears as a generator and/or as a consequence of depression. The
combined effect of these two can most likely cause the failure of rehabilitation
[24, 25].
Rehabilitation can be made easier for patients as well, if rehabilitation exercises,
gestures can be performed in an interesting modern environment. There are many
computer-aided solutions already available that help with traditional therapy: the
patient must have direct contact with the said computer (pressing keys, using a
mouse) which can be a difficult task. Bruno and his colleagues have studied the
possibilities of using commercial video games in rehabilitation in a study starting
in 2015. Their study points out that based on 4728 related articles and abstracts of
which 547 are focused on post-stroke rehabilitation and movement rehabilitation,
video games could achieve similar results to conventional therapies [26, 27].
Motion tracking devices that have appeared in the last decade allow the user to not
have physical contact with the control device, thus these devices make it easier to
control difficult serious games. The use of devices with motion detection sensors
could be useful in rehabilitation software. For example, the Leap Motion gesture
sensor, the V1 (Xbox 360) and V2 (Xbox One) versions of the Kinect sensor and
the Shimmer sensor as well. When using the Kinect sensor, various problems have
arisen, for example, the difficulty of controlling as the device does not always
perceive well or the gestures are inaccurately identified [28, 29]. The examination
of these problems is mandatory because if there is no solution for them, then,
unfortunately, it will be impossible to effectively use serious games or software
for rehabilitation purposes [30, 31, 32]. Worthen et al. and Llorens et al. created
multiple recommendations for exercise games (exergames) with the aim of stroke
rehabilitation. With these recommendations, it is possible to deduce that the need
for serious games exists for both therapists and patients. However, the
requirements of their usability are not always fully met, therefore, the
developments will not be applied to the caring protocols after the initial testing.
In 2017, Afyouni et al. presented a framework for stroke rehabilitation which
gives a possible solution to the adaptive deficiencies stated by Worthen et al. and
Llorens et al. In their framework, Afyouni et al. adapted the difficulty of the tasks
during multiple cycles to the current state of the user [33].
However, the fact is that the exergames could not adapt to the needs of the
patients if the correction values are pre-set or the therapist calibrated the
application beforehand [34].
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In this paper an adapting solution to the mentioned problem is presented: When
using gesture recognition and evaluating the gestures in an application controlled
with the Kinect sensor, the algorithm is capable to adapt to the state of the user in
real-time.
The goal of the algorithm is to recognize gesture patterns during movement
rehabilitation while classifying and evaluating the gesture patterns. This is an
expectation regarding the basis of the therapy when using a software method.
One of the critical points of motion-based application control is the retrieval of
motion descriptors from the sensor used as the input interface throughout the
application. The present work of the authors was designed to extract, to process,
analyze and to improve the motion data of the Microsoft Kinect sensor. The set of
function sets provided by the sensor manufacturers to the developers allows the
data to be accessed, but this alone is not enough for the developers and users of
rehabilitation applications. There is too much uncertainty for the user. For
example, the loss of connection during practice or a series of unsuccessful tries
can demotivate the user.

2
2.1

Data Acquisition and Data Analysis
Data Acquisition

If the appropriate methodology presented in the next chapter is used, the loss of
motivation can be avoided. More importantly, Kinect applications often appear in
the field of movement rehabilitation, like the tools related to telemedicine systems.
This means that the personal presence of the therapist is not required as
telemonitoring does not necessarily take place in real-time, but nevertheless, it can
provide the medical staff with therapeutic process tracking and evaluation of the
results in a very human-like, graphical way.
Data logging is one of the basic tools that allow performing the tasks mentioned in
the problem discussion. There are two versions of the sensors, the former Kinect
for Xbox 360 sensor and the new Kinect for Xbox One.
In the data logger application, all or only the selected joint points are logged at the
30 fps sampling rate of the device, and every single repetitive movement can be
described with 67 frames on average. Instead of the time-stamp provided by the
device, the more efficiently used ratio number is stored during the skimming of
motion descriptors, that are calculated from the time-stamp in milliseconds, based
on the elapsed time from the start of the motion.
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Data Conditioning and Analysis

By processing the stored data, a statistical analysis of movement can be provided
and also it is possible to reconstruct from descriptive data.
The available data is noisy [28, 29] which is partly due to the random error on the
data or the values calculated by the sensor instead of the measured value. These
values are generally outliers that are largely different from the correct data. The
measurement result, the subsequent processing, the accuracy of the gesture
recognition can be influenced by the noise on the measured signal or the
measurement error meaning that the signal must be filtered and made error-free
before processing.
Of course, the goal is to be able to perform the processing in real-time, not just
when processing the stored data. To do this, it is necessary to examine the running
time of data clearing performance and to improve the accuracy of gesture
recognition after the filtering.
Initially, several error correction algorithms were used, like 7th, 9th polynomials
and Lagrange interpolation was also applied to the original data set.
2.2.1

Filtering with Lagrange Interpolation

If there is a set of N points on a Cartesian plane, there will always exist an N-1th
order polynomial of the form
y =a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + …. + an-1 xn-1

(1)

which passes through all the points. Lagrange interpolation came up with a neat
approach to finding this polynomial, which constructs a set of 'basis' polynomials
which are zero at all specified points except for one, then scale and add them to
match all control points.
When using Lagrange interpolation, the polynomial of the lowest possible number
is used. Unfortunately, it is distorted at interval endpoints. The approximation
method gave much worse data than the original measured data. To resolve this
problem, another method was used which was a windowed interpolation
technique. This interpolated through 10 measurement frame-windows by sliding
the window until the full data set was processed. The comparison of the resulting
data set and the original motion descriptors, then averaging the descriptor of the
movement, gave a data set that was free from abnormal measurements and
abnormal values.
Unfortunately, with the Lagrange interpolation approach, it took a very long time
to process the input data as it was experienced, so a different polynomial fitting
was used which gave very good results.
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Filtering with Polyfit Function in Matlab

The data set was filtered using Matlab's built-in polyfit.m function in this case.
When using the function, a predetermined degree of polynomials are available to
be fitted. The 9th polynomial matching has the best results in our case.
It's syntax:
𝑝 = 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑓𝑖𝑡(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑛)

(2)

p returns the coefficients of the polynomial that fits best (examining the deviation
of the least-squares differences) to the data of y.
𝑝 𝑥 = 𝑝1 𝑥 𝑛 + 𝑝2 𝑥 𝑛−1 + … + 𝑝𝑛 𝑥 + 𝑝𝑛−1

(3)

the results of this were used in the following parts.
Before doing the aforementioned filtering, it should be noted that the
measurement data, like all measurements, can contain measurement errors that
arise from environmental factors, such as the IR range of room-induced solar
radiation can interfere with the sensor, or the frequency of the ignition transformer
of the neon-tube lighting in the room can cause sensory disturbance. Changing the
light conditions in the room used for measurement may impair the stability of the
sensing.
These errors should be separated from the faults caused by the uncertainty of the
movements of the user. These faults can be considered as errors or as faulty
gestures from the point of view of the therapy.
The user's gesture can always be matched to a predefined gesture pattern.
However, if it contains data that is significantly different from the sample to the
extent that the gesture descriptor cannot be transformed near the sample
descriptive values by simple filtering, it may be a defective gesture and not a
defective descriptor resulting from the measurement.
2.2.3

Constructing the Error-Free Result Matrix

After calculating the polynomial data for the new curve, the resulting matrix was
compared with the matrix containing the original data set of measurements at the
same index locations. The difference was formed for each index and that was
stored in tk variables.
𝑡𝑘 = 𝑚𝑘 − 𝑦𝑘

(4)

The mean distance a has been calculated:
a=

𝑛
𝑘=1 t k

k
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As the next step, the data set containing the original measurement data set and the
polynomial curve data was re-examined in pairs.
In the movement descriptor matrices the absolute value of the deviation of the
values at the same index positions has been compared with the average deviation
previously calculated. If this deviation was smaller than the calculated average
deviation, then the original measurement data was considered good and remained
in place. If it was higher than average, then the original data was considered and
replaced with the replacement polynomial at the given position in the matrix with
the following formula:
𝑢𝑘 =

𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑘 < 𝑎 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑚𝑘
𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑘 > 𝑎 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑘

(6)

The next section introduces the algorithms that were developed to improve the
effectiveness and accuracy of pattern recognition.

2.3

2.3.1

Developed Movement Pattern Recognition and
Classification Methods
Reconstruction of Movement Patterns/Gestures

In virtual and augmented reality applications, the most important for the human
viewer is to see how deeply they can experience the effects of the perceived
environment.
As already mentioned in the earlier sections, the optical sensors are popular with
movement rehabilitation applications. In this study, the main focus was on the
Kinect sensor.
The Microsoft Kinect sensor uses a built-in infrared depth emitter and camera,
while it also uses a four-microphone array to detect the location of the user inside
a closed space. The sensor works with a randomized decision forest. In addition, it
uses the mean-shift clustering algorithm to determine which pixel belongs to
which body part.
There are many cases in the physical rehabilitation process where certain serious
game elements are incorporated to maintain motivation. Similar or repetitive
gestures can be used to practice or to control a game.
Due to sensory error, movement recognition is often not eligible as the game
could think that the gesture is incorrect. This results in the loss of motivation of
the patient/player. The possibilities for more precise recognition of gestures will
be introduced in the following chapter.
Two different methods for recognizing movement patterns are presented in this
paper. Both of these methods can be applied in the time-dependent or time-
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independent mode for movement (gesture) recognition. The methods are
reference-based methods, one of them is a reference-based time dependent and
time independent distance vector differentiation:
Distance Vector Based Gesture Recognition (DVGR) method, while the other is
based on a fixed-distance correlation of joints: Reference Distance Based
Synchronous/Asynchronous Movement Recognition (RDSMR/RDAMR)
methods.
2.3.2

Reference-based Recognition and Identification of Movement
Patterns

The two methods in general:
A gesture descriptor base functions as a basis for analysis for both mentioned
gesture pattern processing methods. In both cases, the reference movement
patterns are gathered beforehand, then during the processing and the recognition
phases, the algorithm compares the actual movement pattern data descriptors to
the base data in real-time.
Gesture analysis:
Analyzing gestures is a complex sequence. Its main functions are that it analyzes
the gestures of a human, and decides which movement it is [35, 36].
The problem consists of multiple layers and is a difficult task. The primary
problem is recognizing a human or shape on the picture. The previous methods
could only recognize shapes in colored, one-dimensional pictures or in
monochrome ones.
Its sequence is the following:


The first step is determining the background and saving it as a starting basis.



After determining the background, in the second step, the algorithm watches
whether change happens in the picture. The simplest method was to compare
the original and the newly transformed, black and white transformed new
picture: If there are differences, then the pixels differ in the image.



During the third step, the difference and the shape in the picture are
determined. The usable technique is, e.g. a circle delimit method, where the
deviation is delimited into a circle with a polygon and by analyzing this
polygon the shape is defined

Defining the shape in itself is not enough for gesture pattern recognition. Other
tasks include recognizing the gesture and its tracking. For doing such tasks,
methods will be presented in the next sections. The basis of both methods is that it
tries to recognize a saved gesture pattern which was gathered beforehand by using
real-time data from the user. The user who does the movement sees a video during
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the gesture and has to follow it as precisely as possible. To understand and to
recognize the gesture pattern, the identification of the user is not essential, only
the skeleton data provided by the Kinect sensor is used instead of the picture data.
In these types of movement recognition, after the required movement pattern
identification, the therapist teaches the reference motions, teaches the exercises to
the algorithm - in other words records the references inside the application. In this
reference movement recording state, the video file has to be stored and of course,
the movement descriptors are stored together with the records. During these types
of movement recognition, several different gestures and movement samples are
stored in the application.
The job of the patients is to complete the tasks prescribed for practice as
accurately as possible.
Movement detection with the Kinect sensor takes place in real-time in a threedimensional space using x, y, z coordinates measured in meters away from the
device. A simple gesture is about 60-70 frames on average, but depending on the
complexity of the given gesture, the number of frames may be more. The essence
of gesture recognition is that the processor continuously compares the coordinate
triplets describing the movement of the patient to all enabled reference gestures in
each frame.
The job of the application is to monitor which of the references has found a match
with which frame/sequence and give feedback to the user.
However, in the early stages of rehabilitation, the patient's movement coordination
is so weak that his gestures are mostly incorrect. In these cases, the recognizing
software does not evaluate the gestures and does not give feedback to the user to
avoid demotivation.
Expectations from the gesture processing methods (Fig. 1):
The methods, algorithms of gesture pattern analysis have to fit the following
minimal expectations:


It should be used when dealing with the practice of gestures that are not
defined beforehand, meaning the application should accept more than
one gesture including ones that are personalized or made by the users.



Real-time feedback: During practice, the application has to give real-time
feedback after each repetition. The feedback has to consist of movement
acceptation or refusal. Also, this feedback must not slow the processing
application.
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Figure 1
General method to process movement descriptors

2.3.3

DSMR/RDAMR - Reference Distance-based Synchronous /
Asynchronous Movement Recognition Method

The other method of movement detection is synchronous/ asynchronous analysis,
which is also based on a reference gesture base. However, in this case, the
coordinates describing the movement of the user are calculated in a way that takes
the base shift into account. The base shift characterizes the current position of the
user relative to the reference movement when it was registered, in other words, it
assumes a basic distance as a constant (Fig. 2). During gesture identification, the
algorithm monitors the distance between the joint points of the skeleton, corrected
by the base distance constant which determines which reference pattern can be
applied with the highest precision.
In the case of synchronous analysis, with the time elapsed between successive
frames of the movement pattern, the speed of the gesture could be calculated. In
the initial rehabilitation phase, this expectation of the patients is too much.
Therefore, the other method, the asynchronous analysis is used by this application,
meaning that it only takes the coordinate triplets into account which can be found
in each movement descriptor frame. The elapsed time is not taken into account
which means that the speed of the exercises does not affect the qualification of the
gesture.
In serious games, similar to movement pattern exercises, simple, often-repeated
actions are performed by patients to control the game. Successful game
controlling (or successful practice) is a requirement to allow the sensor to identify
the gestures in real-time and to allow the software to adapt to the current abilities
of the patients. This way, they are motivated for further exercise.
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Figure 2
Baseline distance model

The application monitors which of the references has found a match with which
frame-sequence. It returns feedback after identifying the matching gesture. This is
an important part of the process, many previous studies have shown that positive
feedback motivates patients.
However, in the early stages of rehabilitation, the patient's movement coordination
is so weak that his gestures are mostly incorrect. In these cases, the recognizing
software does not evaluate the gestures and does not give feedback to the user to
avoid demotivation.
The formal diagram of RDSMR/RDAMR methods can be seen in Figure 3.
The main difference between asynchronous and synchronous movement
recognition method is the speed of the analyzed movement.
The main advantage of the proposed method that it can be used in timeindependent mode, because the evaluation process calculates only with the
sequence of movement descriptors, but the result does not depend on the elapsed
time between two consecutive descriptors.
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Figure 3
Baseline distance method

2.3.4

DVGR – Distance Vector-based Gesture Recognition Method

During the research, the Kinect v1 sensor has been used which can track 20 joints
in a skeleton.
The problem is that when the user stands at a different distance from the sensor
than when recording the reference movement, the sensor sees different X, Y, Z
coordinate positions of the joints. This could lead to problems when processing
data.
This could be solved by using the distance vectors between two joints. These
vectors could provide the basis of comparison in the future.
Aside from the assigned joints from the side of the body, another joint is selected
which has a pseudo-static attribute regarding movement, which is called a base
joint. This base joint is compared with a distance vector to the position-triplets of
other, analyzed joints when using the DVGR method. For example, when
analyzing a hand movement, the left-hand descriptors are made by subtracting the
analyzed wrist and elbow coordinates from the coordinates of the left shoulder.
These distance vectors provide a momentary position.
Figure 4 presents the formal working progress of the DVGR -Distance Vector
Based Gesture Recognition method.
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Figure 4
Distance Vector-based Gesture Recognition method

Notations:
- t is the actual loaded sample/measured time index,
- s means recorded reference (sample) data,
- a means the actual measured position data,
- joint means the selected joint from the analyzed joints,
- n is the number of joints in the selected segment,
- x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates for each joint,
- dist{required} length of distance vector in the sample data set,
- dist{real} is the length of distance vector for the real joint position
- Static reference joint is p{joint_ref}(x_{ref}, y_{ref}, z_{ref}), measured position
- The actual measured joint position is p{joint_n}(xt, yt, zt)}
- c is a threshold variable, which gives the possibility to personalize the method,
input variable for the algorithm
- h is a counter for not fitting frames
- g is a counter for fitting frames
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Gesture Classification – Real-Time Adaptive Movement
Pattern Classification (RAMPC) Method

The most important information for classification is whether the gesture for the
given control was appropriate, acceptable or not. Successful classification required
an additional method, its principle is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5
Classification

The classification works with a reference movement descriptor.
The algorithm allows for using multiple saved reference movement descriptors.
Each different gesture descriptor can be found in a personal, holding vector. If the
hand of the user is in the correct starting position in the correct time/frame (few
tenths of seconds), also counting the threshold, then the application increases the
index of the vector. However, the application can increment the index in multiple
vectors as multiple gestures can start from the same position. If no index has been
increased in the frame, then the algorithm increases the number of errors. If the
number of errors reaches a predetermined value, then every index will be set to
zero and the gesture recognition will start from the beginning.
The counter can be modified in an inverse direction as well. This happens when
the user correctly does the movement in the frame and the application counts that
as a correct frame by adding it to its respective vector as each vector has its own
correct frame counter. Naturally, the done movements cannot be fully the same as
they were saved beforehand. Therefore, if the user fails the last 10-20 indices of
the movements (depends on the threshold value), but their error number is below a
predetermined value, then the gesture is accepted.
The user can add gestures to the application, but the gestures do not have to be
done in the saved order. Every sequence can be accepted and the movements can
not only be done once but multiple times.
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For example, look at a circular hand movement. The 3D domain of the reference
movement is expanded: both in positive and in negative directions. A broader
tolerance threshold is defined around the circular movement from the outside and
from the inside. This range will be the acceptance range later on and serves as a
basis for classification. The other standpoint which must correspond to the
motion-descriptive coordinate set is that the number of motion-describing frames
for a movement pattern averages 60-70 frames. Taking the faulty measurements
and deviations due to incorrect movements of the user into account, the
descriptive frames must be within the acceptance range in a predetermined amount
of 50\% by default. During therapy and exercises, the goal is to have as many
coordinates of the gesture as possible in this acceptance range. If the coordinate
triplet of the frame is outside, then it cannot be considered part of the expected
gesture. Like the previous sections, there are also reference gestures, reference
descriptors in this case, but they are not stored on the basis of an external sample.
Instead, they are calculated from the average of the first few movements of the
given patient and are there completely adaptive to the current user and their
capabilities.
Classification can be done with any periodically repeating gesture. They do not
have to necessarily be circular movements.
This classification algorithm ensures that the qualification, acceptance or rejection
of the movements is always adapted to the needs of the patients.
The main algorithmic steps of the classifications can be seen in Fig. 6.

Figure 6
Basic classification method

A question arises: is the symmetric acceptance domain useful, or different ranges
should be defined for different directions? The next section gives proof of this
because by using the adaptive acceptance domain for every classification step that
could be adapted to the user's (patient's) own capabilities, it will automatically
adapt to the progression of the user.
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Adaptive Acceptance Domain

During classification, one of the most important aspects is that the application
should work in real-time, observe the movement of the user and evaluate them
with the shortest delay and response time possible. Following this approach, an
adaptive control application has been developed to support applications using the
Microsoft Kinect sensor in real-time and it uses the classification algorithm
presented above. During its operation, it monitors the gestures of the user in realtime and compares the reference gestures generated from the first gestures. It also
takes the acceptance range into account which in the present case is a distance of d
meters in positive and negative directions, so its scale is always a symmetric
interval of 2d.
By default, if more than 50% of the frame of the gesture is within the range of ±d
of the reference value, the gesture is accepted. Also, the therapist could increase or
decrease the range of d to adjust to the rehabilitation program of the patient. The
acceptance rate of 5% can also be increased or decreased, resulting in a fully
customized therapy.
As with the simple recognition presented earlier, the users also receive positive
feedback if the gesture is successful to motivate them to continue their practice.
The next session introduces a case study, where the authors performed a user test
to give the proof of concept.

3
3.1

Experimental Results – Case Study
Record Movement Descriptors

To prove the initial condition, the first step is to record large amounts of data. This
process required 15 people who performed different movements, gestures. The
data were recorded on the basis of the practice of physiotherapists in stroke
rehabilitation. All movements are a typical SRM (Single Repetitive Movement)
movement. SRM means that in rehabilitation, all patients have to repeat the
movements 15-50 times, sometimes even 100 times or have to repeat them
continuously for 2-5 minutes.
With the simultaneous launch of the two sensors, data logging software allows
motion-based files to be recorded in text file format. The main advantage of the
recorded files is that these are easy to process.
The scenario of data capturing:
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Data capturing consists of two parts. In the first one, six different gesture exercises
have to be done during the synchronous operation of both sensors. These exercises
mainly concentrate on upper limb movements. The tester was put 180 cm away
from the sensors as that was the distance which was the most appropriate for the
authors.
Establishing the exercises:


1st measurement: The tester, with their palms toward the sensor at
shoulder height, starts to move both their hands in circular motion ten
times.



2nd measurement: Next, the hands have to be extended to the side, then
retracted ten times while the palms are facing the sensor.



3rd measurement: At the start, the arms are at ease next to the body. Then,
they have to be raised to shoulder height, extending sideways and in the
end, going back to the starting position. The repetition number is also ten.



4th measurement: The arms start in the same position as in the 3 rd
measurement. Then, they have to be raised over the head while they are
extended sideways, repeating ten times.



5th measurement: At the start, the legs of the user are closed. First, the
right, then the left leg has to be raised sideways in 45-60 degrees,
repeating five times.



6-7th measurements: The tester sits on a chair, where their arms are raised
to shoulder height and their palms are facing the sensor. The tester raises
both their arms above their head, then back down, repeating five times.
The arms only move up or down as sideways movements are prohibited.
During this, both their legs are raised, extended then put down to the
ground, repeating five times.

Recorded files contain a matrix of coordinate-triplets: in every row, the matrix
starts with a time-stamp, and the joints' coordinates follow. For each cycle, there
are 60 movement descriptors stored.
After recording movement data, it was necessary to analyze and decide, if filtering
and smoothing of data were needed or not.
During processing, the data set of the measurement data (i.e. the patient
movement) has been examined. The first purpose of the study was to find out
whether an error-correcting algorithm that supports movement detection in the
later phase of processing would be needed. The second purpose was to find out if
that algorithm would allow more accuracy during detection.
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Filtering and/or Polynomial Fitting for an Error-Free Data
Set

By comparing the original set of data and the error-free data set, the modified
index location can be determined which also reveals which original data was
incorrect.
After the data smoothing, the cycle searching process was performed on the data.
It should be considered, that the found difference between the repetitions on the
original data and on the smoothed data was only 5-15%. Meaning that real-time
processing cannot be used because of the long processing time, but the result of
the original data set is not usable if every 5th movement was recognized as a
failed movement. This result indicates to use an adaptive acceptance domain for
classifying the recorded movements.

3.3

Reconstruction of Movement Patterns

After the measurement data is input into the Matlab/Scilab/Excel environment,
where the reconstruction of the movement pattern can be done 1D, 2D and 3D
while taking the elapsed time into account.
During the reconstruction, the viewer receives a real picture of the nature of the
movements performed during the therapeutic practice, the number of repetitions,
and the graphical display. For example, deviation from a reference motion pattern.

Figure 7 a,b
Circular movement with the Kinect v1 and v2 sensors, X coordinates and elapsed time; b) Leg raises in
different periods of rehabilitation, X coordinates and the elapsed time

As can be seen in the reconstruction figures Figure 7a and Figure 7b, it can be
decided by the therapist looking at the measurement data set that whether there is
a progress in the movement rehabilitation of the patient or not.
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3.4 Classification and Transform Movement Data into the
Adaptive Acceptance Domain
To keep the motivation for further exercises, it is necessary to ensure the patient's
continuous successful experience, a movement assessment that adapts to their
special needs. The different acceptance domains can be seen in Figures 8-9.

Figure 8
The acceptance domain is ±50 mm over the reference movement descriptors

Figure 9 a,b
a).The acceptance domain is ±100 mm over the reference movement descriptors; b) The
acceptance domain is ±150 mm over the reference movement descriptors

As can be seen in Figure 9b, where the acceptance domain size was ±150 mm
over the reference movement and the acceptance ratio was 50% of contained
frames, the first whole movement cycle was fitted in 96% and was accepted. The
second movement cycle was fitted in 53% and also was accepted, but the third
movement cycle was fitted in 37% and it was refused.
If the therapist chooses other acceptance rate, such as, 60%, it means, that the
second cycle could be refused because of the more strict classification parameter.
This method can be applied in the developing state of the patients.
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In Figure 9, the different acceptance range can be seen. In this situation the
acceptance range is ±100 mm over the reference movement, the acceptance ratio
is 50%. As is presented in Figure 9, the third movement cycle was refused on a
33% fitting ratio, as in the previous sample, but using ±50 mm acceptance range
over the reference movement Figure 8, it will be refused on a 16% fitting ratio.
These samples show that the size of the acceptance domain, together with the
fitting ratio, on every movement cycle can give a solution to accept purer and
unstable movements, when the user could not make more precise gestures, and it
could result higher motivation, more initiative on the part of the user to continue
the exercises.

3.5

Discussion of the Results

After capturing the motion data, the authors investigated whether the time needed
to produce the corrected data set was suitable for real-time processing or not, as
well as whether there was a significant difference after correction in the number of
recognized, correctly identified cycles or not. Based on the results, the Lagrange
interpolation data filter takes too much time, it is not suitable for real-time
movement detection. The polynomial fitting method allows the data to be filtered
during runtime but does not bring significant improvements to the recognized
movement cycles. This means that it is not advisable to perform pre-filtering and
data correction before using the movement detection algorithm.
During recognizing movement patterns, the best result is achieved by the distance
vector-based pattern matching which is also the primary test method for
classification using the data-accepting range.
Finally, it can be concluded that the acceptance range-based adaptive movement
classification for Kinect can be used in real-time. This method provides effective
support for adapting to the patient's current capabilities throughout the
rehabilitation process, despite the coordination constraints of motion while always
ensuring successful software utilization, maintaining motivation and preserving
the gaming experience which is one of the pillars of effective rehabilitation.
Conclusions
The analysis of motion data, pattern recognition, reconstruction and visualization
of motion patterns are the basic questions of the personalization of movement
rehabilitation applications, which indirectly support the effective use of IT tools.
Inadequate interaction tools, especially in mobility rehabilitation applications
endanger the long-term use of the applications as the user becomes unmotivated
and their interest is lost while also endangering the positive outcomes and efficacy
of the treatments.
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The author's experience gained in the international and national projects confirms
that the continuous success and motivation of the user is an important condition
for successful treatment.
There is a need to develop a method that provides a sense of success for the user
while using the rehabilitation applications with the Kinect sensor in a way that
gestures are processed and categorized in real-time and adapted to the special
needs of the user.
The motion data extracted from the Kinect sensor contains estimated values when
the sensor loses contact with the user and also contains misaligned coordinate
data. In the course of the investigations, the result was that the preliminary error
correction of the data is not necessary during the subsequent processing: Errors
during the recognition and classification of the gestures do not result in significant
deviations in negative and in positive directions.
The studies carried out showed that in the case of the Kinect sensor, the different
processing methods of the motion data associated with the 'skeleton' showed
different results in the recognition of the gestures.
Methods that were developed simultaneously with the research, the DVGR and
RDSMR/RDAMR methods can be used to identify users' therapeutic gestures
used in rehabilitation applications in real-time with high accuracy in the
application control.
The Real-Time Acceptance Range-based Adaptive Movement Pattern Model
Classification (RAMPC) supports Kinect sensor's control of motion-recovery
gaming applications, which according to the user's needs, defines ‒ based on
relative reference base generation ‒ controllable parameters for a dynamic
acceptance domain to accept user gestures. This method makes Kinect sensorydriven motion rehabilitation applications applicable at every stage of the therapy,
so it does not cause any unsuccessful movements during exercise, does not cause a
demotivating effect in a high degree of motion limitation, and therefore, is likely
to maintain a constant motivation for the user.
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